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WITH POEMS TO SHELLEY AND WORDSWORTH

01. BARTON, Bernard. Poems … London: Printed for Harvey
and Darton … 1820.
8vo (229 × 145 mm), pp. xvi, 288; with
engraved frontispiece by Hanksworth after
Knight and errata slip tipped in after the
prelims; some light spotting to frontispiece of
an otherwise nice, crisp copy, printed on goodquality wove paper, uncut in the original
publisher’s drab boards, printed paper spine
label, a bit rubbed, upper joint starting, spine
chipped at extremities; booklabels of John
Sparrow and J. O. Edwards to front pastedown.
£250
First edition of a popular collection; it had
reached a fifth edition by 1825. ‘Several of the
Poems contained in the following pages have
before appeared in print; but their circulation
has been so very limited, that they can hardly
be said to have ever been before the Public’
(Preface).
Barton (1784–1849), ‘the Quaker poet’, was a
vigorous correspondent, including with Southey
and Lamb. Among the verse anthologized
here is ‘To Percy Bysshe Shelley’ and ‘To
William Wordsworth, on his “Peter Bell”’, as
well as affectionate ‘Introductory Verses’ to his
sister, the educational writer Maria Hack.
Jackson, p. 460.

COCKFIGHTS AND COFFEEHOUSES

02. [BOURDOT DE RICHEBOURG, Claude-Étienne]. Memoires
de Wuillame-Nortingham, ou le faux Lord Kington … A La Haye,
chez Pierre Gosse. 1741.
2 vols in one, as issued, 12mo (182 × 104 mm) in eights and fours, pp.
[2], 136; [2], 156; some light browning and spotting; uncut in

contemporary wrappers, early
ms. ink to upper cover and
spine, spine worn at tail, some
marks and stains to covers.
£500
Sole edition of an early French
novel to feature an English
protagonist, full of national
colour like other Anglocentric
novels of the time: ‘The
novelists’ use of history to
supply national atmosphere
(and to further their plots) is,
frequently, adept … They
mention cockfights, wrestling,
and boxing matches … They
speak of coffeehouses.
Wuillaume-Nortingham (1741),
too tempted by the wife of an
elderly merchant, resolves to
consult him only “dans une
Caffé, où il conféroit de ses
affaires avec ses Associés,
quand il nétoit plus tems d’en
faire sur la Place” (I, 9)’
(Grieder, Anglomania in France
1740–1789, pp. 77–8).
Cioranescu 13540; Grieder, p. 151; Quérard I, 467. WorldCat lists 4
copies outside Europe (Newberry, Harvard, Illinois, Yale).

03. [Cover title:] THE CABINET OF GENIUS, being a Series of
Engravings, comprising a copious Variety of interesting Subjects,
selected from the most admired Poetry, History, &c. engraved by
the best Artists. With the Poems, &c. at large … [London, C.
Taylor, 1787–8.]
2 parts (numbered IX and VIII, the latter changed to ‘33’ in ms. ink),
small 4to (233 × 192 mm), pp. 10 plus 2 stipple-engraved plates by
Ogborne and Taylor after Shelley; pp. 4 plus 2 stipple-engraved plates
by Nutter and Taylor after Shelley; each part uncut and stitched as
issued in the original printed wrappers.
Together £300

Two original one-shilling parts from The Cabinet of Genius (1787–92), a
monthly series published by the young engraver, Charles Taylor (1756–
1820). ‘“Gentlemen may bind any numbers together to make a volume,
and in any order they please”, which indicates the variety and
strangeness possible in any copy’ (ESTC). These two parts have
happily never been bound, thus preserving the original advertisements
(for Taylor’s Surveys of Nature (1787), The Artist’s Repository and
Drawing Magazine (1784–94), and his edition of Fénelon’s Télémaque)
on the wrappers. The poems here are Parnell’s The Hermit and the third
of William Collins’ Oriental Eclogues (‘Abra; or, the Georgian Sultana’).

04. [EARLY CLOTH.] A very good collection of 23 early cloth
bindings, largely 1820s, but going back even into the 18th century,
very good as both a teaching collection and for further research.
Please contact me for further details.

05. [ELEGANT REPOSITORY.] [Cover title:] This Day is
published, by C. Taylor … to be continued monthly, No. VII, Price
One Shilling, of the Elegant Repository, and New-Print Magazine;
including Engravings from original Pictures, of the most pleasing
Subjects, furnished by the Arts of Design, in their various
Manners, and Branches … [London, C. Taylor, 1791.]

4to (278 × 223 mm), pp. [4] plus 3 stipple-engraved plates; uncut and
stitched as issued in the original printed wrappers, spine a little worn in
places.
£200
According to ESTC, The Elegant Repository ran for only a year, from
January 1791 to January 1792, and is rare: BL and V&A (6 parts) only,
plus a copy of Part 12 at the Bodleian.

INDUSTRIAL TOURISM

06. FISCHER, Johann Conrad. Tagebuch einer im Jahr 1814
gemachten Reise über Paris nach London und einigen
Fabrikstädten Englands vorzüglich in technologischer Hinsicht …
Arau [sic] 1816. Heinrich Remigius Sauerländer. [And:]

—————. Tagebuch einer zweiten Reise über Paris nach
London und einigen Fabrikstädten Englands vorzüglich in
technologischer Hinsicht … Aarau, 1826. Heinrich Remigius
Sauerländer.
2 vols, both printed on thick paper, 1816: small 8vo (153 × 98 mm), pp.
[4], 218, [2]; slightly skewed in contemporary orange boards, all edges
gilt, corners and spine worn, old waterstain to the rear cover, affecting
the endpapers and rear flyleaf, spine lettered gilt; internally very good;
1826: 12mo (173 × 108 mm), pp. 276; uncut and unopened in the
original marbled wrappers, printed paper spine label.
£1200
First editions. Fischer (1773–1854) was a Swiss
industrialist—the producer of the first cast steel on
the Continent, 1804—who, after the Napoleonic
Wars had ended, decided to travel to England to see
for himself how iron and steel were manufactured
there. His first visit (six weeks) took in London,
Birmingham, Manchester, and Sheffield, and the
diary offers precise details of the factories Fischer
visited, and the people he met, among them Timothy
Yeats-Brown (the friend of Foscolo, who shows the
Swiss the ‘treasures of his valuable library’), James
Watt, then 78 years old (‘Talking to such a man is
alone worth a journey from London to Birmingham’),
who provided Fischer with a number of letters of
introduction, and the Wedgwood factory at Etruria (a
long description). ‘Under the influence of what he
had seen and experienced in Britain, there now
began for Fischer what was probably the most
fruitful period of his activity as a steel
manufacturer … The extent to which the fame of his
products had spread beyond the narrow frontiers of
his home country, and the degree to which his
experiments on the alloying of various metals had
attracted the attention of the scientific world, are
proved by a notice in the «Annalen der Physik and
der physikalischen Chemie» of 1821 [which]
describes Fischer’s cast steel factory … as one of the first ever to be set
up, and as one of the most outstanding’ (Gnade, pp. 23, 24).
Fischer travelled to England again in the summer of 1825. In London,
he visited Michael Faraday to show him his ‘Meteor Steel’, ‘the hardness
and elasticity of which caused considerable surprise to Faraday since it
was possible to produce with equal success from the same steel both

razor-blades and percussion springs’ (op. cit., p. 28). He then
proceeded to Oldham, Birmingham, and Sheffield, where he visited
various factories. ‘It was a matter of great gratification to Fischer that
from all experts he received the best and very often most flattering
opinions as to the quality of his steel …’ (op. cit., pp. 30–1).
See Rudolf Gnade, The Metallurgist Johann Conrad Fischer, 1773–
1854, and his Relations with Britain (1947).

07. FLÜGEL, Johann Gottfried. A complete
English and German Phraseology; or, a
copious Collection of English proper
Expressions … Leipsic: Printed for J. C.
Hinrichs. 1832.
8vo (226 × 132 mm), pp. v, [1], 240, plus
advertisements leaf; printed in double columns;
occasional browning; uncut in the original purple
printed wrappers, spine lightly sunned; the
Donaueschingen copy, with its inkstamp to the title
and final page, ms. paper shelfmark to spine.
£275
First edition. Flügel (1788–1855), ‘Lector publicus of
the English language in the University of Leipsic’ and
the compiler of various dictionaries and language
aids, had learned his English in America (1810–9),
before returning to Germany. He was later appointed
American consul in Leipzig (1838).
His Phraseology is extensive, and includes American
phrases, e.g. ‘They don’t hitch horses at the same
post’ (marked as Am. (N.E.)).

08. FYLER, James C. Stanley: or the Infidel reclaimed; and
other Poems … A new Edition, to which is added, Stanzas for the
Coronation Day. London: Hamilton, Adams, & Co. Weymouth: B.
Benson. 1839.
8vo (171 × 109 mm), pp. viii, 87, [1], 7, [1]; uncut in the original
publisher’s blind-stamped cloth, upper cover lettered gilt, short tears to
head of spine.
£400

Second edition (first published the previous year): a selection of
Romantic poems which travel from Lancashire and Wales via France
and Switzerland. Inscribed ‘With the Author’s Kind regards.’

Fyler evidently undertook a tour of the continent (his footnotes are in
French), and provides details in ‘Jura and Switzerland’, ‘Falls of the
Rhine, at Schaffhausen’, and ‘On the Allied Troops in Paris’. There is
also much evidence of Welsh peregrinations, including ‘Llagollen’s
Grave’ as well as the short but emphatic poem on ‘Piercefield’, the
celebrated picturesque landscape in Monmouthshire. Piercefield was
created in the eighteenth century by Valentine Morris, a plantation owner
from Antigua. Morris ultimately went bankrupt and had to return to the
West Indies, but the garden was a popular tourist destination throughout
the nineteenth century. Its lofty situation above the Wye river valley and
its ‘amphitheatres of verdure’ are received rapturously here by Fyler.
The story of the titular ‘Stanley’ is taken from The Traditions of
Lancashire by J. Roby, and gives a rousing versified account of Sir
Edward Stanley, Lord Mounteagle (1460–1523), hero of the Battle of
Flodden and founder of the Grade I listed Hornby Chapel.
This second edition not found in Library Hub Discover.

09. GRAEFF, Engelhardt. [Cover title:] Meisterwerke
deutscher Holzschneidekunst. Erstes Heft enthaltend 4 Blätter
mit 5 Bildern … In Holz ausgeführt von E. Graeff in Frankfurt …
Leipzig, Georg Wigand’s Verlag [1849].
Folio (460 × 310 mm), 4 unnumbered leaves, the fnal one tinted; some
light spotting; stitched as issued in the original printed wrappers, a little
spotted and dust-marked; old Saxon contract stamp to bottom corner.
£300

First (and only) edition: a group of splendid woodcuts by Steinle and
Veit, done by Graeff (1807–1878), ‘a student at the Städel Institut, [who]
… also illustrated scientific works and sculpted many busts’ (Benezit).
Very rare: WorldCat locates a sole copy, at the Sächische
Landesbibliothek in Dresden. KVK adds no more.

10. MEMOIRS of Frederick and Margaret Klopstock.
Translated from the German … Printed by Richard Cruttwell …
Bath; and sold by Cadell and Davies … Hatchard … London; and
S. Cheyne, Edinburgh. 1808.
8vo (195 × 125 mm), pp. xii, 236; uncut in the original pink boards,
printed paper spine label; spine sunned and chipped, upper joint cracked
but holding.
£250
First edition, compiled and translated by Elizabeth Smith and published
after her death, put together ‘with great care and with genuine and even
exaggerated admiration for the subject’ (Stockley). A nice,
unsophisticated copy, in the original boards.
‘When Klopstock died [in 1803], it
was a national day of mourning. The
modern age is more inclined to
acknowledge his role as an influence
on others than as a great poet. It was
he more than any other writer who
lifted German poetry out of the
monotonous rationality and superficial
triviality of the first half century and
gave it new direction with his poetry
of personal experience and deep-felt
emotion. He not only provided it with
a new content, but with his
experimentation with language,
imagery, and versification, with new
formal possibilities as well’ (Bareikis
79).
‘The authoress hopes by her book to
increase the number of those who
study Klopstock’s works with the
attention they deserve, and by so
doing to counteract the mischief
caused by the corrupt German

literature which is inundating the country. Miss Smith seems to have
had a good reading knowledge of German, though she could not speak
it. Her prose translations are carefully and correctly done, but somewhat
stiff in style. The British Critic reviewed her work favourably. The
Critical criticised it more severely. The Letters it thought well translated,
but not at all worth the doing …’ (Stockley, p. 68).
Born in Durham, Smith (1776–1806) was ‘a clever and bookish child.
She received, or indeed mostly gave to herself, an education quite
exceptional in a woman of that day. She was specially interested in
linguistic studies. At eighteen she knew French, Spanish and Italian,
and began German with the encouragement of a friend’ (Stockley, p.
67n).
Morgan 5069, in a rare moment of praise, comments that Smith’s
translations here of Klopstock’s odes are ‘quite good’.

11. MONTGOMERY, Robert. The Omnipresence of the Deity.
A Poem … Second Edition, revised and enlarged. London:
Printed for Samuel Maunder … 1828.
12mo (204 × 131 mm), pp. xii, 203, [1]; some light spotting, browning
from silk ribbon inserted between pp. x and xi, uncut in the original drab
boards, rubbed, joints cracked but firm, spine worn at head and tail;
early ink inscription to front pastedown; later booklabels of John Sparrow
and J. O. Edwards.
£200
Second edition. ‘During the brief interval that has elapsed between the
first and the second edition, the Author has carefully revised the Poem;
and trusts that, in its present state, it will be found more deserving that
welcome which the Public were pleased to greet its first introduction into
the world’ (Advertisement).
First published earlier in 1828, with a dedication to William Howley, the
Bishop of London, this was the work which established Montgomery’s
(1807–1855) reputation. An immediate success, it was ‘extravagantly
praised by a number of influential writers including Crabbe, Southey, and
John Wilson, and within a year the poem had gone through eight
editions’ (Oxford DNB).
Jackson, p. 538.

12. THE NEW WEST COUNTRY GARLAND. In five Parts. Being
a remarkable Account of a young Orphan’s Ramble into a foreign
Country; occasioned by her Uncle striking her when she came to
visit him; also, the many Difficulties the Uncle underwent till she
was found, he being suspected of murdering her, together with
several other Things as well entertaining as they are true.
[London,] 1796.
12mo (165 × 101 mm), pp. 8;
large woodcut tailpiece depicting
three people sitting at a dining
table with pipes and drink, a little
browning due to paper stock,
original self-wrappers.
£250
A popular chapbook tale about a
rich man who, having hit his niece
(‘Her uncle to strike her so great
was his love’), is subsequently
blamed for her disappearance. As
a solution, the Uncle pays a poor
couple for their daughter as a
replacement (‘When this Child of
your’s is drest in cloaths gay, /
Perhaps they will take her for mine
that’s away’), but is soon found
out by the orphan’s nurse and
imprisoned. All is rectified when
the real niece frees her Uncle from
jail, marries a young man, and the
three enjoy ‘an estate of five
hundred a year’ together, as depicted in the woodcut tailpiece (see final
page of this list).
ESTC lists six printings of the Garland, from c.1770 onwards, in both
London and beyond, many in only one copy. The present version is the
final one listed, with copies at the British Library, National Library of
Scotland, Bodley, Rylands (two copies), and UCLA.

EARLY ENGLISH LITHOGRAPHY

13. NICHOLSON, Francis. [Cover title:] Six lithographic
Impressions of Sketches from Nature … 1820. London.
Printed at Rowney & Forster’s Lithographic Press … [1820].
Oblong folio (315 × 413 mm), 6 unnumbered leaves, some dust-soiling
and spotting, and creasing at the corners, old waterstain in the lower
margin of final two leaves (image unaffected) and rear cover; original
lithographed wrappers, ‘N. 3’ in ms. ink to front cover, ragged in places,
spotted and soiled, old paper backstrip, tear to upper cover along the
spine; early ink inscription of S. P. Rowlinson.
£200
First edition, this part comprising Byland Abbey, Kirkham Priory, Whitby
Abbey (dated 1780), ‘On the coast near Scarborough’, Robin Hood’s
Bay, and Chester (dated 1820). The watercolour painter Francis
Nicholson (1753–1844) was a Yorkshireman by birth and evidently

returned to his native county even once he had established a successful
teaching practice in London.
Cf. Abbey, Life 161 for another part in the series. According to Library
Hub Discover, there were 36 ‘plates’ in all.

FREDERICK OUSELEY’S COPY

14. NOVELLO’S STANDARD
GLEE BOOK, being a Collection
of the most favorite Glees by
English Composers; with an
Accompaniment (ad lib.) for the
Pianoforte. Revised by J. Barnby.
Vol. I [all published]. London:
Novello and Co. … [1865].
4to (287 × 217 mm), pp. [4], 197;
some light spotting to title-page and
first few leaves; original publisher’s
mauve cloth stamped in blind and
gilt, all edges gilt, spine sunned (as
often happens with this colour),
rubbed with a little dust-soiling,
corners slightly bumped; signed ‘F. A.
G. O. 1867’ (see below) on the front
free endpaper.
£150
First edition of a collection of fiftynine glees compiled by Sir Joseph
Barnby for Novello. Barnby (1838–
1896), ‘a composer of fine taste’
(Baptie, Sketches of Glee
Composers), became the official
music adviser to Novello and Co. in
1861, prompting a mutually beneficial relationship between the two
wherein Novello sponsored his choir and projects. In 1875, he was
appointed precentor of Eton College, where he ‘embarked on a
programme of choral performances and concerts for the benefit of the
boys, becoming Eton’s first real director of music. He raised the school’s
Musical Society to a high standard of precision by means of a quasimilitary drill. He also directed a Sunday Evening Musical Society in
which masters, boys and chapel choristers sang through the major
choral repertory’ (New Grove).

Provenance: from St Michael’s College, Tenbury, with the usual ms.
pencil shelfmarks to the front pastedown. The College had been
founded in 1856 as a model for the performance of Anglican music by
the great collector and composer Sir Frederick Ouseley (1825–1889),
whose own ‘magnificent assemblage of music and musical literature’
(Hyatt King, Some British Collectors of Music, Sandars Lectures for
1961, p. 67) passed to the College on his death, where it remained until
its dispersal at Sotheby’s in 1990.

‘THE ONLY COLLECTION OF GERMAN PART-SONGS IN ENGLAND’
15. ORPHEUS. A Collection of Glees, of the most admired
German Composers … London, Novello, Ewer & Co. … [after
1867].
42 vols, oblong 8vo (142 × 198 mm), each comprising four part-books,
lettered A–D, and a piano reduction, loose as issued in the original
printed wrappers; entirely uncut and unopened; wrappers to vol. 1 dustsoiled, loose and ragged, tear along spine of vol. 2, to vols 3 and 41
missing, to vols 4, 16, 20, 22, 33, 40, and 42 loose, section of lower
cover of the final volume torn away, some dust-soiling, rubbing, and
tears elsewhere.
£700

A remarkable survival: a complete run, in the original printed wrappers,
of all four series of this popular Victorian collection, ‘long known and
appreciated as the only Collection of German Part-Songs in England’
(inside front wrapper). The run totals over 200 four-part songs;
composers include Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schubert,
Schumann, and Weber.
The publishing programme was originally Ewer’s (c.1835–58). When
Novello acquired the business in 1867, and with it the copyright to
Mendelssohn’s works, they decided to reissue the series, at a new price:
‘Moderate as the price has hitherto been, the new Proprietors have
resolved to place these admired Compositions still further within the
reach of all who love Choral Part-Music; and it will in future be issued
therefore as 2s. instead of 3s. 6d. a Book’ (ibid.).
Of the Novello edition, Library Hub Discover locates copies at Sheffield
(Books 1–12) and Bodley (a complete run of 42 books, as here).
WorldCat adds those at UCLA (Books 1–21), Illinois (details unknown),
Melbourne (Books 1–36), and the Newberry (Books 1–16).

MEMORABLE VERSE

16. POETICAL GEMS; a Collection of Pieces from the most
admired Authors, to commit to Memory. [Cover title: Selected by a
Father and Mother.] [London:] Published Sept. 20th 1823. by
Harris & Son.
Small 8vo (178 × 107 mm), pp. [4], 44, [2]; engraved title, plus engraved
frontispiece (a little spotted); a few leaves slightly creased; stitched as
issued in the original publisher’s stiff-paper wrappers, a little darkened,
spine perished, chip to lower cover, extremities worn.
£400
Sole edition, rare. ‘These small Pieces of Poetry were collected, for the
purpose of exercising the memories of a young family in a useful and
agreeable manner; and the effect has been so favourable, that we
thought we should do no small service to other children, by publishing
them; there being no collection, we believe, in any way assimilating’
(Introduction). The excerpts include pieces by Cowper, Goldsmith,
Gray, Milton, Pope, Scott, Shakespeare, Southey, Wordsworth, etc.
Moon 668, locating the Bodleian copy only; COPAC adds no more.
WorldCat finds 3 in the US (Brown, Princeton, UCLA).

17. PROUT, Samuel. [Cover title:] No. 3. Studies of Cottages
and rural Scenery, drawn and etched in Imitation of Chalk …
London: Published by R. Ackermann … 1816.
Oblong 4to (244 × 302 mm), 4 etchings, stitched as issued in rhe original
publisher’s wrappers, a little worn, spine defective, vertical crease where
previously folded.
£200
One of four monthly parts, this comprising plates of a house near
Winchelsea, Tamerton church, a house at Redriffe [Rotherhithe], and
Liskeard. Wonderful rich etchings, published the year before Prout
(1783–1852) began using lithography, a method for which he became
justly famous.
Not found in Abbey.

18. RETHEL, Alfred. [Cover title:] Das Luther-Lied. Ein’ feste
Burg ist unser Gott bildlich dargestellt … In Holz geschnitten von
A. Gaber. Dresden, Verlagsbuchhandlung von Rudolf Kuntze
[1861].
Folio (472 × 367 mm), 3 unnumbered leaves (printed by Breitkopf &
Härtel in Leipzig); some marginal staining to two of the leaves; loose, as
issued, in the original printed wrappers, creased; contemporary ticket of
Franz Thimm, Foreign Bookseller, London.
£200
First (and only) edition: a striking illustrated representation of Luther’s
famous hymn. As the wrapper here notes, it was Rethel’s (1816–1859)
final work.

19. SOBRANIE opisanii kartiny Karla Briulova Poslednii den’
Pompei [Collected descriptions of the painting The Last Day of
Pompeii by Karl Bryullov]. Sanktpeterburg. Pechatano v tipografii
Kh. Gintse. 1833.
8vo (224 × 138 mm), pp. 59, [5]; unobtrusive waterstains in the gutter,
with some spotting and light browning elsewhere, but still a good copy,
uncut and partly unopened in the original printed wrappers (dated 1834),
chipped and a little marked, small piece missing from the lower edge of
the front cover, spine defective; unidentified private ownership stamp at
head of title.
£950
First edition, rare. Now in the Russian Museum in St Petersburg, Karl
Bryullov’s massive canvas The Last Day of Pompeii (1833) was the first
Russian painting to cause significant interest abroad: Walter Scott, who
saw the painting in Bryullov’s workshop in Naples, called it an epic in
colours, and Edward Bulwer-Lytton was inspired to write The Last Days
of Pompeii (1834), his most successful novel (32 editions before 1914),
after he saw it in Rome.

Compiled by the Imperial Society for the Encouragement of Artists, the
present work publishes Russian translations of contemporary Italian and
French reviews of the painting, notably Pietro Ercole Visconti’s L’ultimo
giorno di Pompei (Rome, 1833).
WorldCat locates 2 copies only, at the Library of Congress and the Met.

PRINTED IN WHITBY

20. WINTER, Richard. The Harp of St. Hilda, a Poem ... Second
Edition. Whitby: Printed and Sold by R. Horne ... Sold also by
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green ... London; H. Bellerby
... York; Isaac Wilson ... Hull; and all other Booksellers. 1827.
8vo (185 × 115 mm), pp. 35, [1]; original printed wrappers.
Second edition (first published 1814) of this poem in praise
of the seaside town of Whitby.
Winter’s poem opens with a description of Whitby’s ruined
abbey and the myths surrounding its seventh-century
founding abbess St Hilda, but these are quickly put to
allegorical use in praise of contemporary events and
Britain’s activities on the world stage. Whitby’s natural
history, its legends and its landscape are all corralled into a
celebration of Britain’s triumphs in the Napoleonic Wars.
He particularly praises Henry Phipps, First Earl of Mulgrave
(1755–1831), and his efforts against Napoleon. Mulgrave
was Foreign Secretary, when Pitt formed the Third
Coalition against Napoleon, and was instrumental in its
success. For Winter, ‘Towring fair Mulgrave in the
landscape shines’, and elsewhrere ‘Undaunted Phipps’ is
akin to Conatantine at Milvian Bridge.
The Harp of St. Hilda was originally published
posthumously to support Winter’s widow and five children.
Johnson 986; not in Jackson. Library Hub Discover
records copies of this edition at BL, Leeds, York Minster.

£400
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